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ABSTRACT
The GSFC Cosmic X-ray Spectroscopy Experiment on OSO-8 observed
X Per for twenty days during two observations in Feb. 1976 and Feb. 1977.
The spectrum of X Per varies in phase wits its 13.9 min period, hardening
significantly at X-ray Iriniinum. Unlike ,ether ^-ray binary pulsar spectra
X Per's spectra do not exhibit iron line emission or strong absorption
features. Our data show no evidence for a 22 h3ur periodicity in the
X-ray intensity of X Per-. These results indicate that the X-ray emission
from X Per may be originating from a neutron star in a low density region
far from the optically identi f ied Be star.
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i	 INTRODUCTION
The nature of the X-ray binary pulsar X Per has remained enigmatic
in spire of numerous observations in both X-ray and optical bandwidths,
Waite et al. (1976) discovered that the X-ray emission for X Per pulses
with a period of 13.9 rein, which has since been confirmed (White, i1ason
and Sanford 1977; Canizares et al. 1977; Margon et al. 1977). White
et al_. (1976) also reported an X-ray intensity modulation with a period
of e i ther 22 or :1 hc.urs which has not been confirmed. A precise deter-
mination of the X-ray position indicates that the X-ray emission is probably
associated with the Be star X Per (Hawkins, Mason and Sanford 1975).
If the identification i ,; correct, it implies an X-ray luminosity of 5
x 1033
 ergs/s between 2 to 10 keV. Optical observations of X Per, by
Hutchings tt al. (1974,1977) ,row it may be a spectroscopic binary with
a 5'30 day binary period. 	 If this effect is due to the gravitational
influence of an unseen binary companion, it would have a mass of
	 16
solar masses (Hutchings 19/7).
II. OBSERVATIONS
X Per was observed by the GSFC Cosmic X-ray Experiment on OSO-8
during Feb. 21 - Mar. 2, 1976, and Feb. 21 - Mar. 3, 1977. The obser-
vations were made with a %enon-filled proportional counter with 50.09
FWHM circular collimation, which is tilted 5 0 from the satellite's negative
spin axis. Therefore, the detectur makes a _gall angle scan every satellite
rotation ,	 10 s) allowing a nearly continuous sampling of off
- source
kground. Counting rates are obtained every 160 n	 The ener gy range
cf thr- iete(, t ,)r is 2 - 0" ko'J, which Is &vid-d into 63 aulse-hf,ight
channels.
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The integrated pulse-height spectra for our two observations of
X Per are shown in Figure 1. Both these spectra were fit to several
simple continua (thermal bremsstrahlung, power-law, blackbody) modified
by photoelectric absorption, and both spectra were found to be best repre-
sented by thermal bremsstrahlung continua, as depicted in Figure 1 and
tabulated with errors in Table 1. Both pulse-height spectra show a high
ene;yy excess relative to the best fit continua.
there is no evidence for the presence of iron line emission
between 6.4 - 6.9 kf,V in the X Per spectra, The 90% confidence upper
limit for the equivalent width of any line emission in the 6.4 - 6.9
keV i-neryy range is 200 eV.
The 13.9 min periodicity in the intensity of X Per was very evident
;n our d(ita. The 160 ms rates from X Per were folded on a number of
trial periods. Each folded light curve was tested a gainst the hypothesis
of constant intensity and the true period was assumed to be the one re-
sultiny in the highest ,), 2 . The pulse periods for X Per in Feb. 1976
and Feb. 1977 were found to be 13.9228 + .0008 and 13.919b + .0008 min.,
respectively. A discussion of the error analysis can be found in Becker
et a
-
l. (19776). The folded light curves for these two epochs are shown
in Figure 2.
The spectral .:ata were foldeu on the observed pulse period into
ten bins. Each data set so obtained was fit to a thermal bremsstrahlung
model. the best fit value for kT as a function of pulse phase has been
plotted in Figure 2.
	 In both 1976 and 1977 we find that the spectrum
hart ns markedly at the minimum of the pulsed light curve, with the best
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fit kT increasing to 20 keV from it,, average value of ^ 13 keV. Since
this increase in tem i :erature occurs at intensity minimum, there is the
possibility that the effect is due to incorrect background subtraction.
We du not feel this is the case. firstly, background is accumulated
every satellite rotation and is selected with the same criteria applied
to the un-sourc- data. Secondly, the effect is not limited to the highest
energy charnels, but rather is apparent even if we only consider the
G
energy range of 2 - 20 keV.
We also exam;ned our data for additional temporal variability
and spectral-Lemporal correlation. Although the source was varia'.)le over
time scales of hours, as illustrated in Fi(lure 3, no evidence for a 22h
	
E'	 period ur any other long period was found. A search for evidence of
spectral variability by cdIculat;nq the ratio of counts between b - 10
keV and 2 - 6 ke y over t,qo-hour samples did not yield any apparent cor-
,Ition bc•twF ,, n	 hardne -- .+ ,rd intPn>;ty.
III.	 DISCUSSION
The ^-ray emission from X Per is strikingly different from those
	
I	 of other X-ray bleary pulsars. X-ray spectra from most X-ray pulsars
can be well represented b al	 y	 power-law continuum of number index 1.0 -
1.2 with 3 hiyh energy cutuff at 15 - 25 keV (Becker et al. 1977a; Becker
	
K !	 et ai. 1978; in ner 1915'.
	 In addition, it is typical for these sources
to have .-,trong iron line emitisicn with equivalent wldths exceeding 200
eV kl'ravao	 t .,1. 1'i1,; Recker et al_. 1978; Pravdo 1978).
	 Lastly, many
F t;!E_,c ! ­ nary sources exhibit l.irge variations in their low energy
Atutt; (lue to va, •ying amounts of photoelectric ab--orption. The spectra
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of X F-r show none of these characteristics. Instead of a high energy
cutoff, X Per appears to have a high energy excess relative to the best
fit thermal bremsstrahlung model. This hard X-ray tail has been reported
r'
previously by Mushotzky et al. (1971) and is further confirmed by the
Wiscons ; n experiment on .DSO-8 (Bunner 1978). In fact, the spectra pre-
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sented here are it , good agreement with the earlie r result by Mushotzky
et al. ( 1.977).	 White et al. (1976) have observed an absorption dip
during which the neutral hydrogen column density increased by 4 x 1021
cm-2 , bu l this enhancement is small compareu to the stron g absorption
events which characterize other binary systems.
X Per's low X-ray luminosity also distinguishes it frorn the catalog
of other X-ray binary pulsars which are typically more luwinous by ti 3
orders	 of magnitude. Rather, the X-ray luminosity of X Per is comparable
to that observed front 	 dwarf binary systems such as Am Her (Swank
et al_. 1977).	 In this regard, the spin-up rate of X Per is a crucial
measurement. Between 1972-1917, P/P was -2.72 -, .07 x 10" mein yr-1
(White, Mason arid 	 1977). This rate is consistent with our two
measurements arid is the expected spin-up mate of an accreting neutron
star with Lx _ 5 x 1033 ergs/s, but is much too large for an accreting
white dwarf of the same lurr.inosity (White, Mason, and Sanford 1977; Lamb,
Pines, and Shaham 1978).
There ha y been much speculation that the 22 h period in the X-ray
intensity reported by White et al. (1975) defines the binary period of
the system. We failed to detect this periodicity during two ten-day
observations of X Per, and, therefore, suggest that 22-hours is not the
period of the binary orbit.
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Many of the unusual aspects of the X-ray emission from X Per can
l	 be understood if X Per is a neutron star ill
	 low density region, i.e.,
1}	 distant from the Lie star. This would explain the low luminosity and
the lack of absorption dips.
	 If there is a correspondingly small anr)unt.
^	 of material within the Alfven radius of the neutron star, it would also
11
expldi,l tn( ,
 absence of fluorescent iron line emission. Therefore, the
X-ray behavior of X Per also argues dgdinst the X-ray emitting (:onl;)act
object being in a close 22 hour orbit about the Be star.
The high energy cut-off observed in r+her X-ray binaries has been
dt.tributed by some authors to Comptonization of the X-rdy spectra by
ionized material (lose to the ne ,.1tron ,tar (Illarionov and SUnydeV 1972;
Ross, Wearer, and McCray 19111). I F the emission from X Pet- comes from
d neutron star with a mass a(t;retion rate which is lower by 3 orders
Of rlldij ► litUde than that for close binary systems, Comptonization would
'lot he as illwortant an effect. 'i hereforf l , the x-ray spectra from X Per,
and in particular the hard X-ray tail, may be representative. of the
lntrins,ic emk,, ion processes near tho neutron star undistorted by lnter-
vening 11,ateri01.
It ror ►ains for us to consider the nature of the 5130 day periodicity
ill
	 velocity (+ 35 km/,.ec) of the Balmer absorption 1 mes of X Per
^llutchlncl, et i_ 1. l y /d; llut;:hings 199 and in the intensity of X Per
(Guinan, MCCOok, dlld Dorren 1978). The cause of the velocity shifts is in
1.^
	 loui)t i)ecarr
	 the velocity of the He I dbSorl)tion lines and the V enlissioll
I
	
pe.fk. "how it much smaller variation over the 580 da y
 cycle. Hutchings
11. (19/4) first suggested that the Balmer line velocity changes are
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indicative of binary motion which imply the presence of all unseen companio ►
of	 16 M  at a,, orbital radius of > 440 k o .	 If this unseen companion
is a Longrdct Object, ^t would have to be a bldck hole. Paczynski and
Ziolkowski (1975) have suggested theft  the massive companion is a normal
star, which is obsc.urred by all 	 trick gaseous disk.	 Ir. either
case, such an object wculd not emit pulsed X-rays.
i
i
1
Alternatively, Milyrom (1976) suggested that the He I velocity
variation ,, gave the true orbital velocity implying a secondary component
mass of only 2 M o . lhis model would allow the secondary to be a neutron
star at an orbital radius of • 360 Ro.
HenriC hs and van den Heuve l (190) have suggested a t.nird modt^l
in which the compact object is an eccentric close binary orbit. with a
22 hour period. Apsidal motion of the elliptic orbit could then explain
the 530 day period. As discussed above, however, the X-ray data do not
support close, 22 hour orbit.
The X-ray data can be understood in terms of a wide hinary system
cOntaininy a Be star and a neutron star secondary with a 580 day period.
If ---he mass loss from the Be star in X Per is comparable to that f-cim
other early stars such as the primary in Cen X-3, then the large inferred
orbital radius in X Per directly yields the low luminosity.
	 In this
respect, the optical and X-ray data are self-consistent. The pulsations
and the spin--up rate comb ne to provide strong evidence for a neutron
star as the source of X-ray emission. If further optical studies continue
to suggest the presence of a massive companion, we would have to conclude
that X Per is, in fact, d triple system. A 580 day hinary period for
X Per should produce a periodic Doppler shift in the X-rdy pulse period
r	 I
.i
i
I
.,I
I	
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of apprcximately + 0.0 )14 min which 's comparable to the yearly spin-up
rate. White, Mason, and Sanford (1977) searched for such a shift but
were limited by the small number of available period determinations. An
important observation for the fiture is the continued search for a
58U day Doppler shift in the X-ray pulse period of X Per.
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FIGURF CAPTIONS
Figure 1 - The PHA spectra of X Per in Feb. 1976 and Feb. 1977 from
OSO-8 ddts. The mudels superimposed over the data are the
test fit thermal bremsstrahlung continua.
Figure 2a,b- The pulsed light curves of X Per in Feb. 1976 and Feb. 1977.
2c,d- The best fit temperature for thermal bremsstrahlung continua
for X ,r spectra as a function of the pulse pha%t. The
errors are i sigma limits.
F i gure 3 - The intensity of X Per during observations by OSO-8 in Feb.
of 1976 and 1977 in two hour averages.
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